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Today's outline

. Hadron Collider Phenomenology
.. Hadron constraints
.. PID: particles finger prints
.. Analysis implications

. General analysis  design strategy

. Pratical example  to meet those challenges:
Study of B

s
→µ+µ- in CMS
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Hadronic Collisions

The physics processes, we are most interested in, 
are interactions between the constituent partons and 
not between the protons themselves

That protons have partonic constituents has
     several important experimental consequences →
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Hadron Collider Environment

Initial state largely unconstrained
. Only know that initial state p

T
 = 0

. Often work in the transverse plane

. Usually choose B-field parallel with beam line

Each event has contributions beyond the hard scattering
. Underlying event (always; from proton remnants)
. Multiple interactions (only when lumi high enough)
. Precision vertexing and fine segmentation helpful

Cross sections large, many processes contribute
. Wide physics program possible – must choose
 which evts to keep
. Drives design of Trigger and DAQ
. Backgrounds often large and varied - particle ID important
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CMS: An hadronic collider detector
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Particle ID

Different particle, different signature: schematically identify them like this:
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Analysis Challenges (I)

In parent trigger sample, for most all analyses,
Background orders of magnitude > Signal

. Necessary to employ particle ID to suppress Bkg

. Necessary to demonstrate thorough
understanding of the Bkg using control samples

Choice of trigger path affects sample composition
. Takes time to characterize triggered sample
. Custom Monte Carlo samples often required
. Extrapolations from control samples uncertain
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Analysis Challenges (II)

a priori uncertainties arise from parton distribution functions (pdf)s
. Introduce uncertainty in theory predictions
. Introduce uncertainty in experimental acceptances

a priori uncertainties arise from “other” contributions
   in the events

. Must account for underlying event

. Must discriminate and correct multiple interactions

A complete analysis requires a range of expertise
   (e.g. theory, detector hardware, analysis software)

. No one has expertise across all of these things
  (how do you want to deal with it? 
   Turn yourself into the expert or trust the expert?)
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Analysis Rules of Thumb

Look before you leap (LBYL)
. Plan your analysis strategy carefully

.. what the analysis aims to do? (Cross section/ particle property/ NP)

.. do you know your detector? (Design, performances, resolution)

.. what is important?       (error propagation, MC truth studies,sensitivity)

.. got ingredients? (plots,figures,tables,datasets,triggers,MC samples)

Trust but verify (TBV)
. Be pragmatic: learn things as you need them
. Always ask yourself, “Does this make sense?”

.. make plots you can understand (known peaks, eta distrib, pT spectra, ....)

.. be curious, talk to experts

A stitch in time saves nine (ASTS)
. Sweat the relevant details, it will save time in the long run

.. follow the plan

.. does it cover all aspects necessary to understand & characterize events?

.. is it well documented via internal notes?

.. would I be able to defend it against peer review?
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Analysis in a nutshell

Basic inputs to all analyses essentially the same
. Signal: Estimate of acceptance after all requirements
. Background: Estimate of number of expected events 
       surviving all selection requirements
. Statistical and systematic uncertainties for each

Basic types of analyses
. Counting experiments (cross sections, BR)

.. apply final selections, use counted  # ev → extract physics quantities
. Determining properties (mass, lifetime)

.. apply final selections, fit some distributions → extract physics quantities
. Search for something new (small SM σ*BR, NP)

.. either cut & count/ fit some distributions
   but expecting no observation in SM → boundaries priors change a little bit 
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In Practice

Let’s try to make some of this more concrete by
     discussing some specific example from CMS

In general specific details depend on type of analysis being pursued

Following specific example will hopefully provide
. A useful illustration of the analysis guidelines in practice
. An introduction to several important experimental techniques
   used across a broad type of analysis
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B
s

 → µ+µ- Introduction

We’ll start with a Search analysis
“Study of B

s
→µ+µ- in CMS” *

Why?
. Simple analysis with simple final state
. Anticipated to be among first analyses from CMS / Atlas / LHCb 
   in the coming year
. It was one of first Tevatron publications and 

.… some nice examples of early problems faced

* CMS PAS BPH-07-001
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B
s

 → µ+µ- Motivation

In the Standard Model the FCNC* B
s
→µ+µ- decay highly suppressed

Standard Model  Predicts (A.J.Buras, arXiv:0904.4917v1)

B(B
s
→µ+µ-)= (3.6 ± 0.3)x10−9 |

SM

B(B
d
→µ+µ-)= (1.1 ± 0.1)x10−9 |

SM

Many New Physics models predict a BR 10-1000 times larger
. 2HDM: B   (tan β)4;m

H+
; MSSM: B   (tan β)6

.Observation of BR significantly larger than SM would be
  unambiguous evidence of NP

* FCNC: Flavour changing neutral current* FCNC: Flavour changing neutral current
    2HDM: 2Higgs Doublet Model2HDM: 2Higgs Doublet Model
    MSSM: MSSM: Minimal Supersymmetric Standard ModelMinimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
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Getting Started

How do we start this analysis? Where do we begin?

. Wrote down the expression we’ll have to use to
  measure (or limit) the branching ratio

.. Use this to itemize necessary inputs

.. Use this to help steer sensitivity studies

. Considered the characteristics of the signal
.. Use this to help identify features which can be exploited
   to discriminate signal from background

Let's go through those two pieces  → 
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Getting Started: A)  Expression

The number of signal events observed after all selection criteria is 
given by:

The number of candidate events in the data which
survive all selection criteria is given by:

The Branching Ratio is defined as:
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Getting Started: A)  Expression

This measurement requires that we:
. Accurately estimate signal acceptance:  αε
. Accurately estimate background: N

bg

. Intelligently optimize selection requirements

It’s a search (aiming hopefully to a discovery) we need to
. Verify rigorously N

bg
 estimate

. Ensure we perform an unbiased optimization
  (choose cuts w/o looking at the possible following exiting distribution) 
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Getting Started: CMS Expression       

where
n

B
, n

S 
(expected) number of background, signal events

n
obs

= n
B
+ n

S
  (expected) number of observed events

N(n
obs

, n
B 
, n

S
) number of signal candidates at 90%CL

f
u
, f

s 
fragmentation probability b→ B+ and b→ B

s
0

α
x
, ε

x
trig , ε

x
ana acceptance and efficiencies for channel x

ε
x

combined acceptance and efficiencies for channel x

A priori no need for identical analysis of signal and normalization
More similarities will lead to better cancellation of systematics . . .

... relative to 
normalization channel
B± J/ψ K→ ±
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Getting Started: B)  Signal Characteristics

Signal Characteristics

. final state is fully reconstructed

. two muons from one decay vertex 
and not much else in vicinity

. Bs has long lifetime
(cτ = 440 µm)

. B fragmentation is hard

For real B
s
→µ+ µ-  expect:

. M
µµ

 = M(Bs) . L and P(µµ) to be co-linear
. λ = cL M

µµ
/P

(µµ)
. few additional tracks

to be large (ie. should be isolated)
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Getting Started: B)  Background Characteristics

Contributing Backgrounds

. sequential semi-leptonic decay, 
b→µ- cX→µ+µ-X

. double semi-leptonic decay, 
g→bb→µ+µ-X

. continuum
 µ+µ-,µ + fake, fake+fake

In general:
. M

µµ
 ≠ M(Bs) . L and P(µµ) will be not co-linear

. λ = cL M
µµ

/P
(µµ)

. more additional tracks
Will be smaller
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LBYL: Developing a Plan

a) First, spend some time understanding how your sensitivity 
depends on the various inputs
The goal is to
. Identify priorities, which inputs are most important
. Set the scale
  (e.g. how hard do you have to work at each piece…

  is +/-10% good enough? or is +/- 1% needed?)

b) Given a), write something down
. What dataset and trigger you’ll use
. What MC samples you’ll need
. Caveats or concerns you’ll need to address 
  (extrapolate measurement from a control sample back to S region)
. Outline of thesis or publication manuscript
. List of plots, tables, figures you’ll need and for each piece think about
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LBYL: a) Sensitivity Studies

. need to choose a “figure-of-merit” (FOM)

. For measurements obvious (e.g. cross section)
. FOM = minimize the expected uncertainty on the quantity being measured

. For searches, a choice needs to be made
. Standard FOM are

.. Maximize S2/(S+B)

.. Minimize expected limit, <Limit>

.. Minimize necessary luminosity to achieve 
   a given level of “discovery”, L

5σ

. Here we choose to use the expected limit
. No need to assume a BR(Bs→µ+µ-)
. Can easily include effects of systematic uncertainties
. Can gauge whether or not sensitivity is significant 

by comparing to NP theory predictions
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LBYL: b) pieces together
Using all the above, we developed this plan

. Signal/search data set: DiMuons

. Samples to measure signal efficiencies: use J/ψ→µµ
collected on same or similar DiMuon triggers

. Samples to measure trigger efficiency: unbiased, inclusive, 
single-leg muon triggers (use tag-and-probe methods)

. Sample to estimate combinatoric background: 
mass sidebands in DiMuon data set

. Clean HF control sample for checks in signal efficiency:
B→J/ψ K

. Luminosity accounting: from DB for an absolute normalization,
or from a relative normalization: B→J/ψ K

. Bkg xchecks: sidebands in same trigger? jet triggers?

. Clean sample of K and π to measure µ fake rates

. MC: B→µµ, B→hh, B→J/ψ K, generic b-bbar production +decay

And now...let's go to implement the plan!
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Event Generation and Monte Carlo Simulation*

Signal and Background selection:
. generic QCD 2 → 2 and 2 → 3 subprocesses 
. mixture of g-g and q-q fusion, flavor excitation, and g-splitting

    Generator-level filter:
. 2 muons (or hadrons for rare decays), p

T
> 2.5 GeV & −2.5 < η < 2.5

Signal production mechanisms: 
     [gen-level filter + reco di-µ candidate, 2 µ opposite charge and reco as “global muons”]

* PYTHIA: [arXiv:hep-ph/0603175]* PYTHIA: [arXiv:hep-ph/0603175]

 flavor excitation is
dominant subprocess 
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(As aside : Sample composition)

Heavy Flavor (HF) composition and kinematics
depend on jet-p

T
 and angular requirements

Inclusive b-quark production:

Direct Production Gluon Splitting Flavor Excitation
     (Δφbb  π)∼ (Δφbb  0)∼ (Δφbb  flat)∼
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Event Generation and Monte Carlo Simulation (II)
Background: might mimic the Signal topology
   . qq events (q = b, c) 

  [gen-level filter + reco di-µ cand, 2 opposite charge µ & reco as “global muons”]
.. q → µX (prompt or cascade) decays of both q-hadrons or
.. single q → µX combined with a mis-id muon (punch-through or in-flight decay of a had)

   . true muon combined with a misidentified hadron events
   . rare B0, B+, B

s
0,Λ

b
 decays, comprising hadronic, semileptonic, radiative decays 

* PYTHIA: [arXiv:hep-ph/0603175]* PYTHIA: [arXiv:hep-ph/0603175]

(PYTHIA 6.227)

(PYTHIA 6.409) (PYTHIA 6.409)
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CMS Trigger
L = 1.0 fb−1  needed
L 

inst
= 1032  cm-2s-1

Level 1 trigger
. provides fast µ cand ID and via muon chamber estimation of muons pT
. DoubleMu3: 2 muons with threshold p

T
 > 3 GeV each

High-level trigger
. L1 µ candidate seed for reco standalone tracks 
. L2  µ used to det regions of interest where 
  tracks in central trackers are reconstructed 
  and combined with the L2 muons
. 2 µ with opposite charge, p

T
 > 3 GeV; |η| < 2.5

. secondary vertex (V
SV

 ) fit
       Χ2 < 10  
       l

xy
 / σ

xy
> 3

       cos α > 0.9   where α ∠(p
µµ

; V
SV

)

. dimuon mass 1 < m
µµ

 < 6 GeV
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Trigger Efficiency: L1 and HLT
Some detail the L1 efficiency work methodology: (Use a “tag-and-probe”)

. Identify a single-leg muon trigger, matched to L1 trigger primitive

. Select a sample of J/ψ → µµ events

. Trigger muon is the “tag”, the other leg is unbiased by the trigger and is the “probe”

. fit to the invariant mass as formed → extract Ntot of J/ψ

. muon L1 trigger = N(L1L1)/ Ntot

Why is good to use the J/ψ resonance to identify a clean sample of muons
. Remove residual combinatorial background using sideband subtraction
. Since pT resolution at L1 not great, 
  expect efficiency to be a function of true pT
. In other words, some µ which should have passed the trigger

fail because their pT is underestimated
. True pT approximated using full offline reconstruction
. Resulting curve called the “turn-on curve”
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(clarification: Turn on curve)

The turn-on is basically an artifact of the limited resolution* of the 
trigger… dominated by L1 since the
resolution is the worst there

* . Some µ which should have passed the trigger fail because their pT is underestimated
   . True pT approximated using full offline reconstruction
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(clarification: Sideband Subtraction)

Very common methodology for removing effects of background from a sample
    . Most straightforward application (discussed here) requires that background is well 

described by a linear function
    . Assumes that distribution you’re exploring is independent of variable you’re using to 

perform the subtraction
    . Most common use involves invariant mass distributions of resonances

    . Some definitions

Signal region of width ΔMsignal-region

Sideband region of width ΔMSB

CDF courtesy
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Muon ID and Hadron mis-ID
GlobalMuon efficiency

GlobalMuon misidentification probabilities:
. High-p hadrons can traverse the calorimeters without hadronic interaction and 
    then interact in the muon system, thus faking a muon signature
. Hadrons,(i.p.charged kaons) decay dominantly into muons, measured in the muon syst.

Note: MisID prob are needed to estimate the contributions in the signal region 
  for rare peaking background contributions.
  Not peaking as usual form sidebands.    

Π:  0.6%      K:  1.1%    p:  0.2%
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(clarification: CMS reco muons)
. Standalone muons: 

Reconstruction only uses the muon stations
. Global muons: 

Reconstruction starts in the muon stations
the muon track is matched with a track reconstr.
in the silicon (pixel and strip) tracker

pseudo-rapidity coverage is |eta(mu)|<2.4
minimum total momentum of 3 GeV/c 
to cross the ECAL, HCAL & solenoid iron
They are the only muons that are triggerable

. Tracker muons: 
Reconstruction starts with tracks in the tracker
 then matched to tracklets in the muon stations

pseudo-rapidity coverage is |eta(mu)|<2.4.
momentum cut-off is lower than for global muons
These tracker muons are not triggerable. 

. Calo muons: 
Reconstruction starts with tracks in the tracker
then matched to calorimeter information, energy deposition in the CMS calorimeters
calo muons even if no information is found in the muon chambers

slightly larger pseudo-rapidity coverage, |eta|<3.0
  pT threshold should be around 1 GeV/c. 

number of fake muons in the "calo muons" sample is much higher than for the T or G muon 

Hcal
Ecal

SiStrip
Pixel
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Muon ID Efficiency: Tag & Probe 
In a sec: Utilizes a known mass resonance (e.g. J/ψ) to select particles of the desired type, 
and probe the efficiency of a particular selection criterion on those particles

Detailed:
. Identify a single-leg muon trigger
. Select a sample of J/ψ→µµ events
. Trigger muon is the “tag”, object that passes a set of very tight
 selection criteria designed to isolate the required particle type;
. The other leg is unbiased by the trigger and is the “probe”, selected by pairing 

these objects with tags such that the invariant mass of the combination is 
consistent with the mass of the resonance.
[Remove small residual background using sideband subtraction]

. Assumes di-muon efficiency is product of two single-muon efficiencies

# J/ψ mesons (from a fit to data)
Nµµ: both the tag and probe leptons identified as muon 
Nµt:   only the tag lepton identified as muon
Nµµ: the probe explicitly failed muon identification 

Tag         
Probe 
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Signal Selection and Discriminating Variables
B

s
0  candidate

   . KalmanVertexFitter, 2 tracks
→ ndof = (2ntracks -3) = 1

   . p

> 5 GeV & −2.4 < η < 2.4

   . 4.8 < m
µ+µ-

 < 6.0 GeV

Muon selection
   . 2 GlobalMuons
   . p

T
> 4 GeV & −2.4 < η < 2.4

Secondary vertex fit
. cos(α) > 0.9985 (i.e. 3.1ο)
. l

3D
/σ

3D
 > 17.0

. χ 2 < 5.0

Isolation

   > 0.850

using tracks t with
p⊥ > 0.9 GeV and ΔR(t;B

s
0) < 1
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Signal Selection and Efficiency Comparison  

Comparison of efficiency and event reduction
   . signal and background bb→ µ+µ-X
   . in other background samples no events survive
   . errors are statistical only
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B±→J/ψ K± : Normalization Sample
Normalization sample to minimize influence of

. unknown pp → Bs0X production cross-section

. luminosity measurement errors

Note
. Use both as control samples to reweigh (signal) MC distributions

→ transverse momentum, isolation, vertexing
. Could use B(Bs0 J/ψ ϕ ) as `calibration' measurement in early data,isolation & vertex
. Normalization channel need not be measured identically

(however, better systematics if more similar)

Which normalization sample?
. B J/ψ K:

+Large statistics, detailled data/mc comparison
+Well-measured branching fraction: B(B J/ψ K) = (1.0070.035)10-3

- B fragmentation/kinematics different from Bs0

. Bs0 J/ψ ϕ:
- Small(er) statistics: f

s
 < f

u
, B(ϕ → K+K-) = (49.20.6)%

- Branching fractions not well known B(B J/ψ K) = (9.33.3)10-4

+ No fragmentation uncertainties
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Normalization Sample Distributions
Comparison of

. Signal Bs0  → µ+µ-

. Normalization B± → J/ψ K±

    reconstruction similar to signal,
    vertex only two muons

agreement quite good, 
indicating that the reco
of the 2 samples is very simple
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Event Reduction: Normalization Selection
Comparison of event reduction and efficiency(in 1 fb -1)

. Signal in the B± → J/ψ K±  sample and background bb → µ+µ- +X

. errors are statistical only
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Systematics and Total Error
Summary table

Remarks
. Fact. selection based on (`rounded') difference in normalization BG
. Signal uncertainty like at the Tevatron

Summary of total errors (quadratically sum stat and syst)
. Signal:
. Background (bb → µ+µ- +X):
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Calculation of Upper Limit
Primary extraction of upper limit with

Bayesian approach as CDF  +
εtot,N = (1.57 ± 0.074)10−2   : total selection eff. for signal events in the normalization channel +
normalizing to the number of B± → J/ψ K± events n

N
 = 3.30 x 104

At 90% C.L. the upper limit on the branching fraction

Consistent with tevatron results
While this upper limit is about four times above the SM expectation, it allows already 
constraints on new physics models with the first 1.0 fb−1 of integrated luminosity

trigger efficiency for 
signal (normalization) ev.

analysis efficiency for
signal (normalization) events

fragmentation probability 
for b → B+ and b →  Bs0

generator-level acceptance
 for signal (normalization) events

nobs=nB +nS; nB; nS (expected)
# observed, background, signal ev.
N(nobs; nB; nS)  #   signal candidates at 90%CL

(1.007 ± 0.035)10−3  
(5.93 ± 0.06)10−2
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Conclusions

. Suggested some analysis “Rules of Thumb” to help to steer through 
the myriad problems and challenges you've to face between the beginning
and the end of your analysis:

.. Always ask yourself:
What do I want to achieve?
What could be a right/easy way to do it?
Which are the ingredients I need?
Which ones do I have?
What do I miss, don't understand and how can I got them?

… at the end of the day
Be enthusiastic, expect surprises … have fun!



  

Data Analysis at a Hadron Collider

 Ciao,
               Virginia
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Back up
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B
s
→µ+µ-   Sensitivity Studies

Can also use simplified MC studies (called Toy MC studies) to gain some
insight into important physics and detector effects

For B→µµ you find:
. Perfect detector (MC truth): no backgrounds
. Hadrons faking muons: B→KK, ππ, πK bkgs
. Mass and d0 resolutions: combinatoric bkgs

Background dominated by instrumental effects
. Prudent to use data driven techniques whenever possible
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Factorization of Selection

BG sample does not allow simultaneous application of all cuts
   . No events left over . . .
   . Separate (`factorize') isolation and vertexing cuts
   . loosely preselect events
    .. l

3D
/σ

3D
 > 7.0  and all other cuts `before'

    .. do not need 'prompt' events
   . Determine cut efficiency on preselected sample
    .. χ 2 < 5.0
     .. I > 0.85

→ Problem: correlations?

Plots: linear corr. factor
   . vs. preselection cut

Compare " with "fact
   . signal sample
   . normalization sample

→ Systematic error
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(clarification: CMS detector)
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(Preliminaries: transverse plane)

All collider experiments employ a right-handed
coordinate system with z oriented along the beam line

“r-z plane”  “x-y”, “r-φ”, “transverse plane”
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Getting Started: Discriminating Variables

Secondary vertex fit
. cos(α) > 0.9985 (i.e. 3.1ο)
. l

3D
/σ

3D
 > 17.0

. χ 2 < 5.0

Isolation

   > 0.850

using tracks t with
p⊥ > 0.9 GeV and ΔR(t;B

s
0) < 1
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Background
Originating from one `true' point

. muons from the decay of one mother particle
non-peaking: B0 → µ+µ-, B+ → µ+µ-µ+ ν

. 1-2 misidentified muons from one mother particle
peaking and non-peaking: B0 → π+π-, B

s
0 → K-µ+ν

Not originating from one `true' point
. muons from different mother particles

non-peaking: BB2MuMu, B2MuC2MU, CC2MuMu
. muons and misidentified muons from different mother particles

non-peaking: BB2MuMu, B2MuC2MU, CC2MuMu

In general
→ Non-peaking background

interpolation from sidebands
→ Peaking rare decays

Measure π, K → µ misidentification rates in data with b →D0(→K- π+)µ
Fold with MC simulation of rare decays
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Rare and Peaking Backgrounds

Before any cuts!
After cuts/muon (mis)id
. 2h: 0.354
. µh: 1.08
. µµ: 0.020
with mean muon (mis)id rates
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B
s
→µ+µ-   Sensitivity Studies

We varied n
bg

, δ
bg

, δ
αε

 in the expression

where we’ve summed over all possible n
obs

:
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(clarification: background prediction)

When somebody tells you 
their expected background is (n

bg
 +/- δn

bg
) 

they’re telling you that…
. The mean expected background is n

bg
 events

. The uncertainty on that mean is δn
bg

Neither n
bg

 nor δn
bg

 are required to be integer

The number of background events you’ll actually observe is (of course) integer
. It follows the Poisson distribution P(n

obs
|µ=n

bg
)

. The uncertainty on the mean, δn
bg

, is accounted for 
  by Gaussian smearing the Poisson mean
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Event Generation and Monte Carlo Simulation (II)

Background: might mimic the Signal topology
   . qq events (q = b, c) [gen-level filter + reco di-µ cand, 2 opposite charge µ & reco 
as “global muons”]

.. q → µX (prompt or cascade) decays of both q-hadrons or

.. single q → µX combined with a mis-id muon (punch-through or in-flight decay of a had)
   . true muon combined with a misidentified hadron events
   . rare B0, B+, B

s
0,Λ

b
 decays, comprising hadronic, semileptonic, radiative decays 

Some of these decays constitute a peaking background, like B
s
0 →K+K-, Λ

b
 → pK-, 

others have a continuum dimuon invariant mass distribution. The backgrounds with 
a continuum dimuon mass distribution can be determined from the sidebands, while 
other information has to be included for the peaking backgrounds.

* PYTHIA: [arXiv:hep-ph/0603175]* PYTHIA: [arXiv:hep-ph/0603175]
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(clarification: Sideband Subtraction)

# bkg-in-signal-region:

Can correct shape of other variables for background

(only works if variable x is uncorrelated with M)
SBs don’t have to be in terms M, but most common
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Calculation of Upper Limit with Bayesian approach
Primary extraction of upper limit with

where
nobs = nB + nS (expected) number of observed events
nB; nS (expected) number of background, signal events
N(nobs; nB; nS) number of signal candidates at 90%CL
fu; fs fragmentation probability for b → B+ and b →  Bs0

αx; εtrig  x ; εana  x acceptance and efficiencies for channel x
εx combined acceaptance and efficiencies for channel x

For N(nobs; nB; nS) we use  blimit (Bayesian, from CDF)
 blimit(double c,int n,double a,double aS,double b,double bS,double g)
where

b is the confidence level (0:9 in our case for a 90% C.L.)
n = nS + nB (expected) number of observed events *
a = 1 signal acceptance ! observed (not produced) Bs0 candidates
aS acc. error is relative efficiency error (stat syst)
b background yield with peaking and non-peaking contribution
bS error on background yield (stat syst)

* either as single expectation, or averaged over 100 toy experiments



  

Analysis at a Hadron Collider

Virginia  Azzolini

Helsinki University – HIP
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